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“However, before going to the Chu Family, I need to improve your overall combat
power.”

“Next, I will conduct special training for the four of you in March.”

“Within these three months, I will teach you one. The method of joint attack.”

“As long as we learn this method of joint attack, our chances of winning will be increased
by 10% again.”

“Wait, can you understand?”

Mark stood on top of the mountain.

The majestic voice echoed quietly.

Gaia and others all agreed, expressing their determination to go all out and master this
combined attack within March.

“However, the Dragon Lord, the four of us, are all titled strengths.”

“The general combined attack formation is afraid that it is difficult to apply.”

“Even, it may limit our performance.”

Gaia hesitated, and finally said. Out of my concerns.

What is a combined attack?

That is, many people work together to form an attacking formation, and then play a force
that one plus one is greater than two.

It is precisely because of this effect that every combination of strikes is absolutely a
treasure level existence in the martial arts world.

Gaia has practiced so far, and he has seen only a handful of combined strikes.



Moreover, most of them are used by weak warriors who are not masters, and the effects
are uneven.

More importantly, according to Gaia’s understanding, the strongest combo formation
known today is only used by the Grandmaster level.

Gaia and the others have never heard of the combined attack formation at the title level.

Moreover, the martial arts world feels that the combined attack formation at the title level
does not exist.

This is why, Gaia would think that Mark’s combined attack formation is likely to limit their
performance.

“You don’t need to worry about this.”

“Since this dragon master allows you to practice, then naturally this combined attack can
allow them to exert extraordinary power.” Mark said in a deep voice.

When Gaia and the others heard it, their old eyes suddenly lit up.

“Haha …”

“So, Dragon Lord you have the right titles master practicing punch of the surgery?”

“I’ll go!”

“Dragon Lord your powerful ah?”

“If this is so, we have what may fear?” “Stamp

out The Chu family, the day is just around the corner.”

Guy Adam laughed immediately, surprised and delighted in his heart.

People like Binghuang and others undoubtedly showed surprised expressions.

Obviously, they didn’t expect that Mark still had such a hole card in his hand.

“Dragon Lord, it’s really getting more and more people, I can’t see through it.”

After the surprise, Gaia and the others were undoubtedly a little more in awe of Mark.

No matter Gaia, the Ice Emperor, or Yue Yao, who was closer to Mark, felt that there
was too much mystery in Mark.

From the first time they saw Mark, they felt that this young man was very unusual.



Whether it is his identity background, or his martial arts secrets, coupled with the current
title level combined attack technique.

The boy in front of him always gives them surprises and surprises time and time again.

No one knows how many secrets are buried in Mark.

Where did his hole cards come from?

Of course, Gaia and the others will not ask these doubts.

Even after asking, Mark wouldn’t say it anymore.

“From now on, the special training in March will officially begin.”

“The day when the

combined attacking method is learned, it will be when we wait and come to the Chu
Family!” By the side of Denham, Mark’s mixed sound, like a twilight drum and a morning
bell, resounded. Quartet.

In this way, the four dragon gods, the last special training, began.

This special training in March was definitely not Mark’s whim.

The reason why Mark summoned the Four Dragon Gods this time to gather in the land
of hot summer, the biggest purpose was to teach them the art of titled combined attack.

Only a few days ago, Mark mistakenly thought that Tang Yun was on his side.

If Tang Yun could help him, he would naturally not be able to use this hole card.

But now, the situation has changed, and Mark naturally has to make final preparations
according to the previous plan.

Chapter 3143

But when Mark led the four dragon gods for the final special training, the Chumen
Mountain on the other side of the ocean was peaceful.

At this time, it was late at night.

The bright moonlight enveloped this ancient mountain gate.

Up and down the mountain gate, people on patrols pass by from time to time.



These people are all night guards on Chumen Mountain.

“You said, who did the Chu family offend?”

“It’s nothing more than the strange disappearance of the previous Patriarch.”

“Now, the new Patriarch has just taken over the position of Patriarch, and he has
become a lot of heretics.” The

night is long, these guards on duty, After walking around for a few times, they also
gathered together to chat.

These people are all disciples of Trumen.

Since the Chumen and the Chu family co-existed on the Chumen Mountain, people in
the Chumen knew quite a lot about the situation of the Chu family.

“The tree attracts the wind. Isn’t this normal?”

“The Chu family is the world’s number one martial arts family, and it is too much trouble
for the Chu family, both overtly and secretly.”

“But, how big the waves can be made by those cats and dogs?”

“You don’t have to make a fuss. I guess these troubles are not a problem in the eyes of
the Chu family.”

A lean man, sitting down on the steps, said lightly, lit a cigarette, and started to vomit. .

“This time the trouble is different.”

“I heard that the Chu family’s financial resources were almost cut in half.”

“The family that originally offered the Chu family either retorted or cut off the
confession.”

“During this period, the financial situation of the Chu family has almost collapsed.”

“A few days ago, the Young Patriarch of the Chu family came to Trumen licking their
faces and borrowed money from the elder.”

“You said it’s ridiculous. Laughter?”

“The most powerful martial artist in the world is out of money?”

“Chu Family Manor, the newly built villas have all been suspended.”



…..

“I’m going, really?”

“Did you borrow money for the poor?”

The thin man smoking, he was shocked when he heard this.

“It seems that the Chu family was hurt

this time .” “I just don’t know, what kind of power did it make this time?”

“It hurts the Chu family.”

This thin man Can’t help but sigh with emotion.

“Does the Chu family do nothing?”

“This is not like the style of the Chu family.”

…..

“Presumably, you are waiting.”

“If you don’t make a move, you can just hit the opponent with a fatal blow. “

Besides, you didn’t realize that during this period of time , the Chu Family Patriarch did
not show up?”

“It is said that it was a retreat.”

“I just don’t know how much the Chu Patriarch’s strength will improve during this
retreat.” “

If we catch up with the master of our Tang Yun sect, it is estimated that the position of
the master of the Chu sect will change hands soon.”

…..

“Change owners?”

….

“Why, didn’t you see it?”

“Nowadays the elders have a lot of opinions on our Tang Yun sect master, and many
elders have already begun to suggest changing the sect master. “



…

Under the Chumen Mountain, these guards talked about the gossip of Chumen recently.

In the Chu Family Manor not far away, a gray-haired old man was walking around.

This old man is not someone else, but he is the old Han who has been staying at the
Chu family and waiting for the return of King Mark.

“The Dragon God’s Token has been activated for a while.”

“The Dragon Lord should have gathered with all the Dragon God powerhouses now.”

“If I expect it to be good, the Dragon Lord will be here soon.”

“Ten. Nian Xinghuo, is it finally about to start a prairie fire?” In the

courtyard, the old man raised his head and looked into the distance, but muttered to
himself in a low voice.

For this day, Old Han and Mark didn’t know how long they had planned.

However, when this day is really about to come, Old Han’s emotions are extremely
complicated.

There is excitement, worry, and fear.
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